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January 20, 2015 
 
Larry Schell 
International Representative 
IBEW 1st District          By E-mail only 
 
Dear Brother Schell, 
 
Re: Charges filed by  against Brothers Levy and Begemann  
 
As requested in your E-mail to me dated January 12, 2015 the following is my position on the 
case  has presented to you.  
 
First and foremost, I request that the Charges against Brother Bill Begemann be immediately 
dismissed. Brother Begemann is employed as a Assistant Business Manager of Local Union 424 
IBEW (Local 424), he works under my authority and direction. As Business Manager I assigned 

 file to Brother Begemann, his involvement in this matter has been under my 
direction and all decisions made on this file have been made with my oversight and express 
consent.  
 
I will be as brief as possible in this response as Local 424's interactions with  are well 
documented. Should you however determine that this matter warrants a hearing, I reserve the 
right to introduce additional evidence at that time and to possibly introduce procedural 
objections.    
 

 was initiated into membership of Local 424 in January of 2011 as a first year 
Electrical Apprentice, he had very negative outcomes on the first five jobsites we sent him to. 
These negative outcomes include the filing of 3 Human Rights Complaints against our signatory 
contractors, 1 Human Rights Complaint against a major Owner/Client in Alberta and a Human 
Rights Complaint against Local 424. Local 424 filed several grievances on  behalf as a 
result of this employment and obtained positive results on most of these grievances, despite 
this advocacy  has also filed two separate Duty of Fair Representation complaints 
against Local 424 with the Alberta Labour Relations Board and threatened several others, he 
has also filed a complaint against Local 424 with Alberta's privacy commissioner.    
 
The above mentioned poor job outcomes and the pattern of what we believed to be 
unprovoked serial litigation prompted Local 424 to investigate and probe for the underlying 
causes of  difficulties. During the course of this investigation  disclosed 
that he had been diagnosed with several mental disorders and claimed that these conditions 
made him non-culpable for his damaging behaviour.  
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1Local 424 attempted to gain a better understanding of the mental disorders  claimed 
to be diagnosed with in the hopes that we could discover what if any accommodations could be 
put into place in order for  to succeed, and hopefully find an employer with an 
appropriate job opening who could meet these needs.  was extraordinarily un-
cooperative with these efforts and Local 424 was forced to seek the guidance of a medical 
expert whom in our opinion is the foremost expert in conducting assessments on individuals 
working in safety sensitive roles.  
 

Our medical expert reviewed all the pertinent medical information we had on file regarding  
 and it was the conclusion of this medical expert that 3"Based on the information 

provided, and on a balance of probabilities,  suffers from at least two mental 
disorders, namely a Pervasive Developmental Disorder, namely Asperger's Disorder, and 
Attention Deficit Disorder, which (jointly) are likely to impair his occupational capacity and/or 
increase the occupational risk."  
 

Once Local 424 was made aware that  suspected disorders were in all probability 
legitimate and that these disorders in all probability would present a occupation risk, both our 
medical expert and our lawyers advised us not to dispatch , until the occupational 
risk(s) were verified and quantified. It was our lawyers opinion that because we had knowledge 
that  could present an occupational risk(s), that should we dispatch him without 
taking steps to better understand the risk(s) and mediate those risks, the union and possibly it's 
officers could be found liable for not taking the necessary steps to mitigate a known risk.  
 

Had  not disclosed that he may be suffering from several mental disorders to us, the 
course of action would have been a much simpler one. He would of been called into our offices 
and one of my staff, and possibly myself would have had a very candid conversation with  

 about our expectations for his future job outcomes. He would have been told that if he 
failed to meet these expectations, on any future opportunities he was provided, charges would 
preferred against him and he would have to answer for his poor performance at a trial board. 
But, once he made his disclosure to us, this approach was no longer a viable course of action. 
We had to understand what role his diagnosed mental disorders had in his poor worksite 
performance, and we had to understand if we would be able to modify his workplace 
sufficiently to improve future employment outcomes. That is what the duty to accommodate is 
all about. Had we choose to use charges and discipline without first understanding how much 
of a role his claimed disabilities were playing in his poor performance, we would have been 
guilty of not accommodating his disabilities and would have likely been severely sanctioned by 
the Alberta Human Rights Commission.  
 

The purpose of our request for a Independent Medical Examination (IME) is not, as  
suggests, to deem him unfit for work and run him out of Local 424, but rather to categorize and 
quantify the risks that his disabilities may present and to try and work with , his 
medical team and his employers to mitigate that risk to an acceptable level. 
 
 
 
                                                           
1 October 25, 2012 Request for Medical Information 
2 October 26 2012 Response to Request for Medical Information 
3 Dr. Charl Els November 12, 2012 Medical Document Review 
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We have not disciplined  we have placed a administrative suspension on his dispatch 
privileges while we try to get him to co-operate with our attempts to accommodate his 
disability. We have been advised by our legal council that a decision to just ignore the advice 
given to us by our medical expert and to continued dispatching  without first better 
understanding the possible risks identified by this professional, could be deemed negligence in 
a court of law and could lead to fines and/or imprisonment for our Local and/or its officers if 
convicted.  4  5We have tried to explain this to  on many occasions, but he refuses to 
listen, or co-operate. He has it in his head that our request for a IME is too invasive and against 
his human rights, where in fact the 6 7Alberta Human Rights Commission (AHRC) recently 
supported the approach taken by Local 424, supported the need for a IME, and dismissed  

 complaint against the Local Union due to his non-co-operation with our attempts to 
accommodate his disability.   
 
AHRC Director Don Smallwood made three important determinations in his 7 reasons for 
decision letter. In Paragraph 10. he states "The Respondent argued that previous complaints it 
had received from contractors regarding the Complainant, including a complaint only three days 
earlier, and the likelihood the Complainant's alleged disabilities may have factored into these 
disputes, supported it's duty to inquire, before assigning the Complainant to other jobsites.          
I agree this was an appropriate duty to inquire under human rights jurisprudence." 
 
Mr. Smallwood determined that Local 424's request for a IME was justified in paragraph 14 of 
his 7 reasons for decision letter. "Information showed that medical information from Dr. Els and 
Dr. Jahandra conflicted, and Dr. Rogan recommended safety issues around the job would be 
critical to review. When medical specialists provide conflicting medical information, human 
rights jurisprudence supports that an IME be obtained to provide the clarification necessary 
for the parties to discuss possible accommodation.  
 
Mr. Smallwood also determined in Paragraph 14 of his 7 reasons for decision letter that "While 
the Respondent made numerous attempts to have the Complainant complete an IME, the 
Complainant consistently refused, allegedly for privacy reasons. Both parties are responsible to 
participate in the accommodation process and the Complainant's refusal to participate in an 
IME frustrated the Respondents attempts to accommodate the Complainant."  
 
The above three determinations led Mr. Smallwood to conclude "the above matter does not 
have a reasonable basis to proceed and the complaint is hereby dismissed."  
    
 
 
 
 

                                                           
4 November 27 2012 Lu 424 Ltr to  
5 November 25 2014 Lu 424 Ltr to  
6 AHRC  12 December 2014 Letter of Dismissal 
7 AHRC 12 December 2014 Reasons for Dismissal 
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 also filed a complaint with the Office of the Information and Privacy Commisioner for 
Alberta claiming our sharing of medical information with Dr. Els to obtain his qualified opinion 
was was a violation of Alberta's Personal Information Protection Act. In her 8letter dated July 4, 
2013 Valerie Kupsch, MBA, Portfolio Officer made the following conclusions in dismissing this 
complaint 
 

1. In accordance with section 5(2) of the Personal Information Protection Act (PIPA) 
the responsable organization for this complaint is the Union.  

2. The Union used the Complaintant's personal information for a reasonable 
purpose, which was to help it understand the Complainant's conditions and 
determine if he was fit to be dispatched to a job. The Union used the personal 
information only to the extent nessasary for meeting that purpose. Therefore, 
the use was in accordance with section 16(1) & (2).  

3. The use of the Complainant's personal information, without his consent, was 
also authorized under section 17(d).  

 
It should be noted that  also filed a duty of fair representation complaint against Local 
424 with the Alberta Labour Relation's Board. Even though this is the first litigation undertaken 
by  it has sat adjoured sine die at 9  request ever since a interm decision 
didn't support the position he was seeking. I certainly would not presume to know the thought, 
or will of the Alberta Labour Relations Board but given that the the Alberta Human Rights 
Commision has just ruled that Local 424's actions to date amount to a genuine attempt to 
accomodate  alleged disabilities and it has been  actions that have 
prolonged and frustraited this process, it's hard to imagine how the Board could come to any 
other conclusion.  But as this matter stands ajoured sine die at  request, I guess we 
won't find out until  is prepaired to proceed.  
 
As you have indicated that you intend to share this responce with , I will use this 
opportunity to caution him on his future actions. I have just summarized a liteney of litigation 
that he has directed towards Local 424. We as a local have responded to each and every one of 
these accusations with respect and professionalism, as even though we strongly disagree with 
his complaints, it is his right to make them and the bodies he has made his complaints to are 
important bodies, put in place to protect his rights. But we are near the completion of this due 
process and if he chooses to further challage these bodies decisions through judicial review, as 
he a indicated he does, and Local 424 is required to assert it's rights during the subsequent  
proceedings, we will be seeking reimbusment of costs on a magnitude befitting his conduct, as 
is our right under the rules of court.    
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
8 PIPA decision 
9 ALRB Jan 16 2015 
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In Conclusion: 
 

I accept full responsibility for the decision to place a administrative suspension on  
hiring hall privileges, but feel this decision was made in the best interests of Local 424 and its 
membership. I also feel that this decision is authorised and consistent with the duties of my 
office. I therefore request that these charges be dismissed without a hearing.     
 

In Summary: 
 

 has not been disciplined. 
 

Two quasi-judicial bodies in the Province of Alberta have found Local 424's actions to be 
compliant with Alberta Legislation and to be genuine attempts to accommodate  
claimed disabilities.  
 

Local 424's actions were based on legal advice from Local 424's lawyers, who have advised 
failing to take the action that we have would have subjected Local 424 and possibly it's officers 
to accusations of negligence.   
 

Local 424's actions were based on the obligations of office contained in Article XVII sec. 8 of the 
IBEW Constitution, Duties of Local Union Officers, for the office of Business Manager.... for 
establishing friendly relations with employers, and for protecting the jurisdiction of the I.B.E.W. 
Both of which were being jeopardized by  jobsite performance. 
 

Local Union 424's actions are authorized by Article XX sec.10 of Local 424"s Bylaws: 
 

Sec. 10.  The handling of jobs for unemployed members shall be under the full supervision 
and direction of the Business Manager. The Business Manager shall devise such 
means as are considered practical and fair in the distribution of available jobs to 
qualified members. Members shall not violate such established rules or plans. 

 

Local 424's actions are authorized by Article VI sec.2 of Local 424's Bylaws: 
 

Sec. 2. The Business Manager may remove any member from any shop or job (when not 
in violation of any agreement) for not complying with our laws and rules or when 
he/she decides the best interest of the Local Union requires such removal. Any 
such removed member shall be entitled to a review of his/her removal before the 
Executive Board of the Local Union. 

 

Although  is unaware of it, Local 424's actions have been reviewed by Local 424's 
Executive Board 3 times. 
 

• On October 19, 2012 I performed a complete review of  file with 
Local 424's executive Board, they supported Local 424's decision to impose a 
administrative suspension of  hiring hall privileges as a temporary 
measure to investigate his claims of disability and to find a resolve.     
   

• On November 16, 2012 I was out of town for this E-board but had our President 
Dan Smith and Bill Begemann review the complete file with the E-board again. 
This review included a summary of Dr. Els report and our lawyers 
recommendation not to dispatch  until such time as we were able to 
quantify and mitigate the occupational risks that Dr. Els speculated would be  
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present if the multiple mental disorders suspected were confirmed. The 
Executive Board once again supported Local 424's decision to keep in place the 
administrative suspension of  hiring hall privileges and expressly 
declined to provide  the opportunity to present his position in person 
to the Board, as it had been demonstrated that Local 424 was acting on the 
advice of its professionals and they felt nothing could be said that would 
convince them to act against this advice.  
 

• At our January 16, 2015 E-board a couple of Local 424's Executive Board 
members stated they had found multiple postings on several different websites 
from  promoting his version of events, duplicating documents he felt 
supported his position and generally slandering Local 424, the IBEW and its 
officers and claiming a terrible injustice had been done to him. I provided this 
Executive Board a general overview of the case file and again they supported 
Local 424's decision to continue the administrative suspension of  
hiring hall privileges, until such time as we are able to quantify and mitigate the 
occupational risks that Dr. Els speculated would be present if the multiple mental 
disorders suspected were confirmed. They also declined to provide  
the opportunity to present his position in person to the Executive Board, as they 
agreed because we were acting on the advice of our professionals nothing could 
be said that would convince them to act against this advice.  
 

It is my position that these charges should be dismissed without a hearing. It is also my position  
that Local 424's decisions and the decisions made by myself in this matter have been made 
without malice and with the best interests of Local 424 at heart. I further believe that my 
involvement in this matter has been consistent with the duties and obligations of the office 
Business Manager/Financial Secretary of Local 424. It is also my hope that as  
litigation comes to a conclusion that he will realize Local 424 has been acting within its rights 
and we have been honestly and earnestly been trying to resolve this matter with the goal of 
understanding his perceived disabilities and accommodating them, until the point of undue 
hardship, if we are able.  is solely responsible for the length of time this matter has 
taken to resolve, he is the one requesting accommodation and as AHRC Director Don 
Smallwood concluded "Both parties are responsible to participate in the accommodation 
process and the Complainant's refusal to participate in an IME frustrated the Respondents 
attempts to accommodate the Complainant." Had  co-operated with our attempts to 
accommodate his perceived disabilities to the point of undue hardship, this matter would have 
been resolved in a matter of days.     
 

Sincerely, 
Kevin Levy 
Card #D718749  
    
Attachments; 
1 October 25, 2012 Request for Medical Information 
2 October 26, 2012 Response to Request for Medical Information 
3 Dr. Charl Els November 12, 2012 Medical Document Review 
4 November 27, 2012 Lu 424 Ltr to  
5 November 25, 2014 Lu 424 Ltr to  
6AHRC  12 December, 2014 Letter of Dismissal 
7 AHRC 12 December, 2014 Reasons for Dismissal 
8 PIPA decision 
9 ALRB Jan 16, 2015 
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